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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Recently, in literary and archival studies, scholars have begun to acknowledge that
archives are incomplete and contain profound silences; this is especially true of the archives of
slavery, which presumably document more than 400 years of forced labor, death, and
displacement. And yet, when told or written from the perspective of the oppressor in an economy
driven by the sale of human beings, archives of slavery often and inevitably reduce the lives of
enslaved people to material objects and personal property; while this basic fact of history is well
known, less understood is how archives replete with court documents and accounting ledgers
shape our collective memory and ability to fully grasp this history, thereby concealing deeper
truths of slavery in sometimes subtle and always insidious ways. The silences, reductive
representations, and essential absence of enslaved people in official records speaks to the
inherent violence of the archive; moreover, in what might appear to be a paradox, writers and
historians who revisit and rely upon these records for research or creative purposes risk
recommitting that violence. The foregoing is by now a commonplace, but while there is general
agreement among scholars about the violence of archives and the danger in engaging with them,
there is also dispute about how to challenge the power of official records—whether such a thing
is possible—and how literature might be a means to recover some of the lost stories, experiences,
and personal histories of enslaved people. The stakes involved in preserving the deepest truths of
slavery are high, especially for people of color, who remain both under-represented and hyper
visible in objectified terms, and for whom there is ever the threat of a collective erasure as
subjects in both history and contemporary American culture. It is in this context that I situate my
argument in this thesis. Put succinctly, my thesis examines the work of two writers who
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challenge and attempt to reverse the violence of the archive in sui generis works that are
explicitly concerned with the recovery of lost voices, experiences, and personal histories of
enslaved people. Moreover, I show how specific genres are especially conducive to the open and
effective telling of stories that have been stifled and silenced.
My argument originates with the premise, common in academic and literary-intellectual
circles, that any literature that does the work of opening history must be experimental. According
to this premise, when writing aims to recover stories that have been erased in the hegemonic
language and archival practices of the oppressor, the traditional and arbitrary narrative forms that
organize a complicated and violent history in stories that are similarly organized according to
arbitrary narrative structures (e.g. the hypotactic narrative structure composed of beginning,
middle, and end) are insufficient to the monumental task of challenging the authority of the
archive and making visible some of the buried history it pretends to contain. It is difficult to
firmly identify and explicate the wide range of experimental texts that intervene in the always
ongoing efforts to conceal painful history, precisely because such forms are characterized by
their ability to elude categorization and thus are not readily accessible to most audiences.
Nevertheless, throughout this thesis I analyze a few examples of such forms in terms of what
they are not and the traditions that they are actively subverting. Ultimately, I am studying
literature that combats the violence and silencing of the archive because as an educator I am
deeply concerned with how we teach and remember historical events. For if it is the case that
incomplete archives have severely limited our understanding of history, then what might be some
of the ways writers and artists can intervene in how we remember history? While there are a
number of authors and texts that address this very issue and make their own interventions into
incomplete historical accounts, an exhaustive study of the range of work is beyond the scope of
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this project. Rather, this thesis will focus on the experimental hybrid work of two authors
working in two genres: M. NourbeSe Philip, a poet, and Kyle Baker, a graphic novelist.
Previously, I have written about the violence of the archives and the ways that M.
NourbeSe Philip experiments with poetic form to recover lost voices and subvert archival
authority. In that earlier essay, I examine Philip’s experimentation with the collage form in
“Discourse on the Logic of Language” and her innovative formal techniques in Zong!, a booklength poem that uses silence and space to tell the story of the eponymous slave ship. I argue
that in “Discourse on the Logic of Language” Philip juxtaposes four separate and simultaneously
running discourses in order to foreground the discord among them, placing univocal lyric poetry
and dreamy prose poetry alongside edicts proclaiming the laws of slavery, and a medical
textbook’s authoritative-sounding language of racial superiority alongside the language, devices,
and practices attendant upon ideologically freighted language education. Philip’s discourse
collage is visually dizzying, thereby rendering impossible any easy, uncritical consumption of
government records as objective truth. I go on to show how Philip revolutionizes these
experimental techniques in Zong!, a later work comprised of edits to and adaptations of slave
ship’s archival records. Working with the principle of white space as articulate silence, in Zong!
Philip destabilizes and decimates the official-sounding language of the archive and shows how
such records are replete with lies.
The foregoing analysis of Philip’s work has, over time, become the dominant one, even
as her poetry and other writings have been appearing more frequently on course syllabi. This rise
in popularity can be attributed, at least in part, to her work’s apparent affinity with the political
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aesthetics of language writing. 1 Yet, whereas the language movement conceives of itself and its
wide variety of experimental poetics as unique to that movement and entirely new, the general
principle of formally disruptive art as political resistance is very old and can be found in many
forms of art, including music, the visual arts, writing, and the many unique hybrids formed by
combinations of these.
In what follows, I revisit and expand my argument in my seminar paper on M. NourbeSe
Philip’s experimental work, and I broaden the scope of my study to include analysis of Kyle
Baker’s graphic novel, Nat Turner, in which he retells the story of the enslaved preacher who led
a four-day slave insurrection in Virginia. Like Philip, who creates an alternative aesthetic of
space as an articulate silence that resists and refuses linguistic colonization, Kyle Baker works
with and against the conventions of the graphic novel form to re-examine one historical narrative
and to suggest alternatives to traditional modes of storytelling. For example, in one primary
intervention in the graphic novel genre, there is no dialogue in Baker’s visual text, a stark
deviation from the generic norm. In place of dialogue, Baker uses and experiments with color,
collage, archival records, and details taken from Turner’s biography, re-creating meaning
through a formally eccentric, non-verbal narration. At the same time, Baker repurposes archival
records – in particular, Thomas B. Gray’s The Confessions of Nat Turner – that cast Turner as a
villain and tell a one-sided story of his rebellion. Gray himself was a lawyer who recorded
Turner’s confession in a twenty-three-page document, and although he claims that he faithfully
recorded Turner’s words, there is ample evidence that his perspective, which is the perspective of
a slavery supporter, distorts the truth. By including language from these archival records and

1

For example, in his book, Poetic Investigations: Singing the Holes in History, Paul Naylor addresses
how Philip and other poets create new forms of poetry to open “holes” in history that more traditional
poetry neglects.
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juxtaposing the text against his exclusively visual telling of the story of Turner’s rebellion, Baker
calls into question Gray’s ostensibly authoritative narrative and, by extension, casts doubt on any
purportedly official narrative of history. Keeping in mind Philip’s means of interrogating the
archive in poetry, I take Baker as a primary example or test case for my inquiry into how the
graphic novel as a form – one that is often neglected in literary criticism – might be especially
suited for resistance to archival violence.
Various scholars have addressed the question of how writers and artists challenge the
violence of historical archives through literature and art. Most relevant to my own argument are
Saidiya Hartman’s and M. NourbeSe Philip’s ideas about how literature can do this work. Both
Hartman and Philip have significantly impacted archival studies but, as I will show, each’s
argument is lacking in ways that can be addressed through the graphic novel form.
In Saidiya Hartman’s 2008 essay, “Venus in Two Acts,” Hartman deals with many
questions related to the ethics and violence of archives. Pointing to the ubiquity of the figure of
Venus who functions as representation of black women in the archive of Atlantic slavery,
Hartman questions how we can tell the stories of enslaved people when the only records we have
of them are invoices that claim them as property, account books that identify them as units of
value, and descriptions of their torture and deaths. She asks,
How can narrative embody life in words and at the same time respect what we
cannot know? Is it possible to construct a story from “the locus of impossible
speech” or resurrect lives from the ruins? Can beauty provide an antidote to
dishonor, and love a way to “exhume buried cries” and “reanimate the dead”? (3)
Hartman’s questions are critical to the field of archival studies, and they highlight the very
impossibility of telling stories that address the silences in historical accounts.
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Hartman organizes her essay like a play in two acts, and she explains the progression
from how she wrote about Venus earlier in her career to how she would write about Venus now.
For context, Venus appears briefly the archive through a legal document of a slave ship captain
who was tried and acquitted for the murder of two captive girls. Hartman includes the court
transcript of the trial wherein Venus’s murder is discussed in merely four lines. Writing about
Venus for the first time in her book Lose Your Mother, Hartman, constrained by the archives,
wrote only two sentences about her. She wanted to tell a story of friendship between the two girls
murdered by the slave ship captain, but she feared that she might invent. Hartman writes,
I chose not to tell a story about Venus because to do so would have trespassed the
boundaries of the archive. History pledges to be faithful to the limits of fact,
evidence, and archive, even as those dead certainties are produced by terror. I
wanted to write a romance that exceeded the fictions of history…to fill in the gaps
and to provide closure where there is none. (8-9)
By staying within the confines of the archive, Hartman’s book partly replicates the violence of
the archives and upholds the institutionally imposed silences. This issue not only relates to
Hartman’s work but looms over every writer’s and every historian’s relationship with the
archive. That is, scholars and writers must rely on the archive for evidence, but that evidence is
often biased and violent. Yet, writers who abandon the archive entirely and invent historical
“truths” risk speaking for those who have been silenced and thus committing a new act of
erasure.
In the second act, Hartman proposes that we challenge the bounds of the archives by
telling these impossible stories through what she calls “critical fabulations,” an approach to
narration which attempts to “jeopardize the status of the event, to displace the received or
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authorized account, and to imagine what might have happened or might have been said or might
have been done…from contested points of view” (11). In other words, writers can use a series of
speculative arguments (what might have happened or might have been said or done) and exploit
the capacities of the subjunctive (a grammatical mood that expresses doubts, wishes, and
possibilities) to fashion a narrative which is based upon archival research. For Hartman, this
means a critical reading that is conducted with and against the archive. The intention, she says,
is not to speak for enslaved people, but to imagine what cannot be verified and to paint as full a
picture of the lives of captives as possible.
When we attempt to apply this proposal, some issues arise. For example, how do you
read with and against the archive when sometimes there is nothing there? The archival problem
is not limited to depictions of torture or cruelty; there is also the violence in the overwhelming
silence, as in the case of Venus, whose life and death is recorded in four lines. To give an
example of critical fabulations, Hartman says,
If I could have conjured up more than a name in an indictment, if I could have
imagined Venus speaking in her own voice, if I could have detailed the small
memories banished from the ledger, then it might have been possible for me to
represent the friendship that could have blossomed between two frightened and
lonely girls. Shipmates. Then Venus could have beheld her dying friend,
whispered comfort in her ear, rocked her with promises, soothed her with ‘soon,
soon’ and wished for her a good return. (12)
The key word here is “if.” If she could have found these materials in the archives, then she could
have created this type of narration, but the materials were not there, as is often the case.
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While critical fabulations cannot entirely account for the silences in archival records, M.
NourbeSe Philip’s approach to confronting the archive works with and against absence. In
“Defending the Dead, Confronting the Archive: A Conversation with M. NourbeSe Philip,”
literary critic Patricia Saunders engages Philip in a conversation about her book-length poem,
Zong!, and, more generally, about how her experience as a lawyer has influenced her approach to
poetry. Although this is framed as an interview, with Saunders asking direct questions, both
Saunders and Philip contribute to the conversation by referencing other critics or making
connections between Philip’s Zong! and other texts with similar missions. In Zong!, Philip uses
experimental poetry techniques to tell an impossible story, that of the slave ship Zong. The Zong
was overcrowded, carrying more than double the amount of people a ship of its size could safely
transport. In addition, because of a navigational error, the crew did not have enough water to
ensure everyone’s survival. For this reason, over the course of several days, the ship captain
threw one hundred and fifty captives overboard, a loss for which the shipping company could be
compensated under British law. The archival record of this tragedy comes from the disputed
insurance claim, Gregson v. Gilbert, a legal document that categorizes people as cargo.
Philip explains how her training as a lawyer has affected her poetic retelling of the
events that occurred on this slave ship. Law demands facts, precision, and the removal of
emotion, and she explains that she borrowed the language of the Gregson v. Gilbert trial and
dismantled it to excavate the suppressed emotion. Philip and Saunders discuss the distant,
objective tone of this trial and juxtapose that with the multitude of voices in the poem and with
its expressive silence. The result of this juxtaposition, Philip says, is the “untelling” of the story,
a concept which may supplement Hartman’s critical fabulations. Philip says, “What I feel
strongly is that we can’t tell these stories in the traditional way, or the Western way of
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narrative—in terms of a beginning, a middle, and end. I think part of the challenge, certainly for
me, was to find a form that could bear this ‘not telling.’ I think this is what Zong! is attempting:
to find a form to bear this story which can’t be told, which must be told, but through not telling
(5). Rather than try to fill in the gaps and silences in the archives through traditional beginning,
middle, and end narratives, Philip suggests that we manipulate silence or emptiness through a
focus on form and language, instead.
With this focus on form and language, Philip dispenses with the burden of narration that
Hartman faces with critical fabulations. Philip’s proposed intervention relies on silences in the
archives and uses language to excavate the hidden and suppressed emotion. However, by
rejecting narration, she creates an opaque, disorienting reading experience. This, of course, is by
design, as the form creates a necessarily uncomfortable and disorienting experience for the
reader as they attempt to absorb the full meaning and importance of the event; however, as a
historical account, the full meaning remains inaccessible to non-academic audiences. While it is
true that artists and poets do not owe readers accessibility, this thesis is concerned with how
experimental texts can be used to challenge archival authority and to intervene in how we
collectively remember history. Because cultural memory and the historical imagination are
formed much earlier in a person’s life than college and adulthood, the ideal form to do this work,
while disruptive and unconventional, must remain accessible and appeal to a younger audience.
Such a form would call into question or disrupt established narratives of history in a way that
appeals to young people, such as elementary, middle school, and high school students.
Whereas Hartman works with narrative and Philip creates silence through the use of
space, graphic novelist Kyle Baker uses color, space, silence, and spatial arrangement to tell the
story of Nat Turner’s rebellion in a more accessible way. In Scott McCloud’s Understanding
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Comics: The Invisible Art, a study that largely applies to the graphic novel genre, the author
explains how visual objects are constructed and organized to tell non-linear stories. Presenting
his argument in comic book form, McCloud explicates non-linear narrative and the use of the
spaces between panels as alternative to plot, much like Philip uses of space to tell the story of
silence in Zong!. McCloud’s meta-study of comics provides the foundation for my analysis of
Baker’s Nat Turner. In what follows, I examine how Baker uses and experiments with non-linear
narratives, space, and silence to tell the story of Nat Turner in a way that stands with and against
archives. Throughout, I show and compare Baker’s and Philip’s unique uses of narrative, space,
and silence to create inter-literary methods of resistance to the violence of the archives.
To provide an example of the kind of an analysis I provide in the following chapters, I
will compare Philip’s “Discourse on the Logic of Language” with a scene from Baker’s Nat
Turner. In “Discourse on the Logic of Language,” Philip engages in four separate and
simultaneous discourses and highlights the discord among them by staging lyric poetry and
intimate prose poetry alongside slavery edicts. The lyric poem is centered in the middle. On the
left side of the poem, written sideways and on the margins of the page is a short vignette
describing a mother licking her newborn child, and on the right side of the poem is a slavery
edict, written in the objective, distant language of the state. The layout of the “Discourse on the
Logic of Language” is visually dizzying: the text is divided into sections, but there is no clear
and linear structure for the reader to follow. Furthermore, by virtue of forcing the lyric to share
its space with a slavery edict, Philip creates an uncomfortable juxtaposition between the personal
“I” and the passive voice of the government that shirks responsibility for the very acts that it
encourages. For example, the first edict states, “Every owner of slaves shall, whenever possible,
ensure that his slaves belong to as many ethnolinguistic groups as possible. If they cannot speak
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to each other, they cannot then foment rebellion and revolution” (262). The passive voice of the
edict normalizes the ownership of people and the separation of families, while it avoids placing
blame on the writer. The issue, the edict suggests, is not the slave owners, but the enslaved
people who use language for rebellion. The title of the edict is capitalized, and the body is
italicized, causing it to stand out as a unique form of discourse floating in white space; this
presentation space contributes to a sense of the edict’s all-powerful authority and ubiquity. In the
lyric poem, the speaker asks,
What is my mother
tongue
my mammy tongue
my mummy tongue
my modder tongue
my ma tongue?
(262)
This question, with the many variations on the word “mother” and the consecutive repetition of
“my,” creates a chant-like effect that infuses emotion and the individual back into the archive
that removed it. Reading this beside a slavery edict interrupts our consumption of what is
presented as objective and authoritative and implicates the readers in meaning-making,
challenging them to question whose perspective the edict represents and whose voices have been
silenced because of it.
Like Philip in “Discourse on the Logic of Language,” Baker juxtaposes archival records
with his own visual representations. Although the archival records and the graphic panels are
describing the same events, in his visual representation, Baker uses color, space, and silence to
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juxtapose the distant, seemingly objective language of the archives. For example, on the bottom
of page 36, Baker includes a quote from the memoir of Theodore Canot, an African slave trader.
He writes, “The head of every male is neatly shaved; and if the cargo belongs to several owners,
each man’s brand is impressed on the body of his respective negro.” Canot is describing
branding human beings, but much like the slavery edict in Philip’s poetry, the language that he
uses is distant and objective and beguiles the violence that this involves. For example, he refers
to the people as cargo, and this allows him to describe this branding process as if it is occurring
to a thing and not a person. In addition, he uses the verb “impressed” to describe how people are
branded, which does not accurately reflect the violence of the act. In his graphic, placed on the
facing page, Baker confronts this description of events and depicts the violence and emotion that
is buried in Canot’s words. In his graphic, there are no words: there is a man holding down an
enslaved person, while another man prepares the rod that will brand him. While most of the
comic is shaded and blurred using a black color, the eyes of the enslaved person are a bright
white and the rod is shining white, too. While Canot’s account obscures and diminishes the
violence, Baker’s comic strip highlights it through his use of color, without putting that violence
on display. In addition, while comic strips typically leave little to no space between the borders,
Baker has a visibly white background. Canot’s quote is on the white background and placed on
top of the whiteness is this comic strip. There is space between the strip and the border of the
page, and the white background juxtaposes with Baker’s predominantly dark image. In this case,
as in Philip’s “Discourse,” whiteness may function as silence. By placing his comic strip on top
of this white background, Baker may be suggesting that he is filling this silence in the archive
through his graphic novel.
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Chapter Two is divided into two sections, titled “Words, Words, Words: The Politics of
Language in M. NourbeSe Philip’s “Discourse on the Logic of Language” and “Ghosts of
Slavery: The Haunting Sounds and Silences of M. NourbeSe Philip’s Zong!” In this chapter, I
analyze M. NourbeSe Philip’s poems. First, I analyze “Discourse on the Logic of Language,”
with an emphasis on language and the collage form, and I argue why experimentation is
necessary when resisting the violence of archives. Then, I study Zong!, and I show how Philip
rejects traditional story structure and manipulates form and language to excavate the emotion
that is repressed in the official documents. Finally, in Chapter Three, titled “Text vs. Image/
History vs. Counter-History: The Silent Fight in Kyle Baker’s Nat Turner,” I analyze Kyle
Baker’s Nat Turner, and I compare his graphic narrative to the poetry of M. NourbeSe Philip.
Ultimately, I argue that the graphic narrative is uniquely able to respond to archival violence, and
I address the rebellious history of this form and the potential of the historical graphic narrative or
novel in retelling history.
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CHAPTER TWO
Part I:
Words, Words, Words:
The Politics of Language in M. NourbeSe Philip’s “Discourse on the Logic of Language”
In “The Absence of Writing or How I Almost Became a Spy,” her afterword to She Tries
Her Tongue; Her Silence Softly Breaks, Philip analyzes the role of language in a colonial society
and argues that it is wielded as a tool of oppression and isolation. She structures this argument
through a discussion of her own identity as an Afro-Caribbean writer. Growing up in the
Caribbean, a region colonized by England and forced to adopt English, Philip explains that black
and brown middle classes did not view writing as a profession, because their history did not
allow them to. Of enslaved people, specifically, she explains that the violent process by which
they were stripped of their African languages and forced to accept English robbed them of the
ability to create what she terms “i-mages” (13). Philip defines i-mages as the DNA of creative
writing, the essence of the writer. She says that writers use a variety of verbal techniques such as
comparison or simile to translate their i-mage into meaningful language that speaks to the
essential being of the people for whom the artist creates. In other words, there is an equation or a
pipeline leading from i-mages to language, which, according to Philip, has been disrupted for
Africans in the Caribbean because of the destruction of their mother tongues. Philip writes, “in
stripping her of her language, in denying the voice power to make and, simultaneously, to
express the i-mage – in denying the voice expression, in fact – the ability and power to use the
voice was effectively stymied” (14). By stifling their capacity to create their own i-mages,
British colonizers attempted to make it impossible for enslaved people to express and make
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meaning of their experiences as a collective. In their loss of language, the African in the New
World also lost any linguistic means of approaching the self.
Because of the erasure of their mother tongue, enslaved people had to turn to English to
express their i-mages, which Philip says is a futile and self-defeating enterprise. She argues that
standard English carries a Eurocentric worldview and that it is an etymologically hostile
language that denies the humanity of enslaved people. She explains that this hostility is evident
throughout the English language, especially in certain words and phrases like “thick lips” or
“kinky hair” that are mentally accompanied by negative images and connote a legacy of racism.
In this way, as they learned English and attempted to understand themselves through it, enslaved
people were simultaneously learning that they were not whole or human.
To speak another language is to enter another consciousness, and Philip argues that
Africans in the New World were compelled to enter the consciousness of their masters, denied
the linguistic resources necessary to make meaning of their experiences. For this reason, Philip
says that “it is impossible for any language that inherently denies the essential humanity of any
group or people to be truly capable of giving voice to the i-mages of experiences of that group
without tremendous and fundamental changes within the language itself” (16). Philip argues that
to transform an etymologically hostile language into one capable of articulating the experiences
of enslaved people, it is necessary to make “tremendous and fundamental changes” within the
language (emphasis mine). Philip does not say that changes must happen to the language, but
rather, within it. In other words, to serve the purpose of giving voice to the experiences of
Africans in the New World, writers must experiment with standard English and subvert it by
dislocating, acting upon, and even destroying it. By breaking down language, writers can disrupt
negative images and connotations and create a space where meaning is remade at the level of
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language. The problem of archives, then, is not just that they are incomplete and violent, but that
in an attempt to fill in the silences of the archives, writers are interacting with materials written
in standard English, and they are producing works in standard English, a dialect that is not
capable of articulating the experiences of enslaved people.
To address this issue, Philip proposes experimentation within language, which she
exemplifies in “Discourse on the Logic of Language,” a poem where the speaker explores the
relationship and history between the colonized subject and English, the colonizer’s language. In
the center of the page, there is a lyric poem in which the speaker erodes English to articulate the
difficulty of speaking in a language that is both hers and foreign. In the first stanza, the speaker
says,
English
is my mother tongue
a mother tongue is not
a foreign lan lan lang
language
l/anguish
anguish
--a foreign anguish.
(1-8)
The first four lines read, at first, as a logical argument: If English is my mother tongue and if a
mother tongue is not a foreign language, then English, my mother tongue, is not a foreign
language. However, this logical argument contains fallacies, because for the speaker, who is a
subject of colonization, English is her mother tongue and a foreign language. This contradiction
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is apparent in the breakdown of speech, as the speaker strutters through the logical conclusion
and says the word “language” as “lan lan lang.” From “language,” the speaker appears to derive
“l/anguish” then “anguish” and finally “a foreign anguish.” These last four lines inversely mirror
the opening attempt at a logical argument. The conclusion, that English is a foreign anguish,
derives from the disintegration and rearrangement of standard, argumentative language. The
word “l/anguish” is a hybrid, a combination of language and anguish, which is what English
represents for the speaker. In addition, the backslash splits the word in two and functions as a
visual representation of the speaker’s relationship to English. To some extent, she must claim
English, because it is the only language she has, at the same time as she must reject it, because it
has been imposed on her through systemic violence.
Alongside this intimate exploration of language, Philip stages slavery edicts, scientific
language, and educational language, which juxtaposes the speaker’s experience with the
historical conditions that shaped it. By engaging in multiple, contradictory discourses, Philip
challenges the authority of archives and performs the confusion and anguish of losing your
mother tongue to linguistic subjugation. The layout of the “Discourse on the Logic of Language”
is visually dizzying: the text is divided into sections, but there is no clear and linear structure for
the reader to follow. Furthermore, by virtue of forcing the lyric to share its space with a slavery
edict, Philip creates a contrast between the personal “I” and the impersonal voice of government.
For example, the second edict states,
EDICT II
Every slave caught speaking in his native language shall be severely punished. When necessary,
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removal of the tongue is recommended. The offending organ, when removed, should be hung
on high in a central place,
so that all may see and
tremble.
The title of the edict is capitalized and the body is italicized, causing it to stand out as a unique
form of discourse floating in white space; this presentation contributes to a sense of the edict’s
all-powerful authority and ubiquity. Despite the atrocities that it describes—ripping out the
tongues of enslaved people and placing them on display—the edict maintains an impersonal and
authoritative voice, the voice of law. This is especially evident in the reference to the tongue as
an “offending organ,” equating the act of speaking or communicating with an offense against the
law. This edict is the root of the linguistic violence that the speaker experiences and expresses,
generations later; in the adjacent lyric poem, the speaker questions what her mother tongue is and
determines that English is something else, a foreign anguish. Read alongside the edict, the
speaker’s lyric voice, with its strutters, pauses, and breakdown in language, as seen in “lan lan
lang/ language/ l/anguish/ anguish,” links generational violence to the language of the oppressor
at the same time that Philip’s fracturing of words functions to subvert that language. In other
words, the institutional language used in official archives invites uncritical acceptance, whereas
the linguistically and formally innovative techniques employed by Philip push back, resist, and
destroy. The slavery edicts use the voice of the law, which actively dissuades dialogue and
reader participation on the level of language, whereas the lyric poem, through its disintegration
of language and through questioning, forces the reader to participate in meaning-making. The
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edict is phrased as law. Phrases like “shall be severely punished” do not allow room for
disagreement or participation. By comparison, the speaker asks questions that seem directed to
herself but also to us, as readers. For example,
What is my mother
tongue
my mammy tongue
my mummy tongue
my modder tongue
my ma tongue? (262)
This question, with the many variations on the word “mother” and the consecutive repetition of
“my,” creates a chant-like effect that infuses emotion and the individual back into the archive
that removed it. With each line, the repetition of “my” increases in intensity and insists on the
presence of an individual, which the edict, through its seemingly objective language, denies. In
addition, as she did with the word “language,” the speaker breaks down the word “mother” to
“mammy,” “mummy,” “Modder,” and “ma.” Each variation of the word “mother” moves further
away from standard English, and therefore, further away from negative images of black people
that are etymologically ingrained in the language. She seems to search for her mother tongue
through every variation available to her, but, as Philip posits in “The Absence of Writing,” none
have the linguistic resources to provide her with an answer. As readers, we are forced to
experience her movement through English, becoming increasingly aware of our own tongues as
we stumble with pronunciation. By making readers experience the language, the speaker
challenges the appearance of neutrality and distance that archives depend upon. Furthermore,
whereas the edict discourages dialogue, the question that permeates the poem— “What is my
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mother tongue?”—even if it is intended as a rumination on the self, invites the reader in. First, it
invites us to question what the speaker’s mother tongue is and to acknowledge the linguistic
violence of slavery. Second, it also asks us to consider our own relationship to the English
language. Is English my mother tongue? Is English a foreign anguish for me, as well? In staging
lyric poetry beside slavery edicts, Philip challenges our understanding of what is objective and
indisputable and implicates readers in interpreting history in a new and more intimate way.
On the next page, Philip introduces another discourse, that of science, to critique the
legacy of scientific racism. Structured in paragraph form, with a beginning, middle, and end, the
passages on Doctors Wernicke and Broca temporarily resolve the dizzying layout of the poem,
because they read like a section from a textbook. Unlike the lyric poem, which requires readers
to participate in meaning-making, a passage from a textbook often requires two things: for
students to memorize the “facts” and for students to gather the main idea. If the passage below
were from a textbook, the main idea would be that Doctors Wernicke and Broca, whom parts of
the brain are named after, discovered the language functions of certain parts of our brain.
However, when this section is read in the context of this poem and the space around it, the main
idea is that scientific, institutionalized language is used to justify oppression under the guise of
logic and objectivity. The passage states,
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Figure 1. Philip, “Discourse on the Logic of Language,” p. 263.
These paragraphs are an accurate representation of how scientific language buries and suppresses
emotions. Concealed between scientific explanations of how speech works is this statement, “Dr.
Broca believed the size of the brain determines intelligence; he devoted much of his time to
‘proving’ that white males of the Caucasian race had larger brains than, and were, therefore,
superior to, women, Blacks and other peoples of color” (263). The man credited with discovering
where speech takes place was intent on proving the inferiority of women and black people. This
alarming aside is buried in scientific language, which is often perceived as fact and as above
reproach. Because of its placement and because it is presented as an objective, neutral fact that
students should memorize, this passage about Broca dissuades reader participation. Philip speaks
to this later by creating multiple choice questions that reference this passage. The violence of
archives partly lies here: official documents reproduce racist ideas as a part of history and require
that people, in order to be considered educated, memorize and regurgitate these “facts.” In
“Absence of Writing,” Philip argues that as enslaved people learned English and attempted to
understand themselves through it, they were simultaneously learning that they were not whole or
human. Here, there is a similar phenomenon occurring through scientific learning. As women
and black people read passages such as this one, they are forced to learn about people and
experiments that deny their humanity. In fact, the very part of the brain that processes speech is
named after Broca, who believed in the inherent inferiority of women and people of color. In
other words, the act of thinking and speaking is facilitated by a part of the brain that carries the
legacy of scientific racism. Finally, as Hayden White points out during his study of the historical
imagination, “The discipline of history remains strongly marked by a nineteenth-century
ambition to produce narratives that appear ‘scientific’ and ‘objective’” (12). These passages,
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then, apply to how history itself is taught. Out of a desire or ambition to appear scientific and
objective, the discipline of history employs passages such as this one.
Unlike other sections of “Discourse,” the paragraphs on Wernicke and Broca do not share
space with any other type of writing. By comparison, in the lyric poem, the speaker’s voice is
read beside a slavery edict, like a collage. While this is an effective juxtaposition—it challenges
the edict and shows the effects of linguistic violence—it also means that the speaker’s voice is
never heard alone. Her experience and her voice are always accompanied by another kind of
discourse, such as law, and she must engage with it to be heard. Scientific language, however,
stands alone. By the time we reach this passage, the reader has formed expectations about the
form of the poem. We expect to encounter a medley of competing voices and to create meaning
at the intersection of these discourses. In this passage, however, there are no voices but that of
science. The paragraphs composed of scientific language are placed squarely in the middle of the
page, surrounded by blocks of white space. This kind of discourse does not compete for space, as
the speaker must, but rather, silences other voices. Because scientific language dominates the
page, the space that surrounds these paragraphs seems to function as a visual representation of
the absence of other voices. In other words, the white space serves as the silence of the
oppressed. Earlier, Philip questioned the legitimacy of law by juxtaposing it with the speaker’s
experience with her mother/father tongue. Here, Philip challenges scientific language by
materializing silence in white space. Using white space, Philip seems to suggest that in archives,
whenever there is a curation of seemingly objective, institutional language, there are silenced
voices in the white, blank space. This is the first instance in “Discourse on the Logic of
Language” where Philip manipulates white space to highlight the danger of the detached voice
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and the way it steamrolls other experiences, a technique which she revolutionizes in her booklength poem, Zong!.
In “Discourse on the Logic of Language,” Philip uses the collage form, the breakdown of
language, and white space to intervene in how readers interact with and understand archival
records. In this way, she is working “with and against the archives,” which resonates with
Saidiya Hartman’s “Venus in Two Acts.” Although she does not narrate the possibility of what
might have happened or could have been, as Hartman proposes in critical fabulations, Philip
includes and uses archives at the same time as she challenges their validity through choices in
presentation. For example, she includes slavery edicts but disrupts their legitimacy by placing
them alongside an intimate lyric poem. However, despite these techniques that disrupt and
challenge archival records, damaging passages such as the paragraphs on Wernicke and Broca
are still given space to exist. By contrast, in Zong!, a book length poem about the eponymous
slave ship, Philip uses the language of archival records, but she disintegrates it beyond
recognition using space, silence, and experimentation “within the language” (Philip 16). In
Zong!, Philip revolutionizes the innovative techniques that she begins in “Discourse.” Rather
than give space to archival records, she purposefully and intentionally borrows the language of
archives and dismantles, rewrites, and unravels it, in the ways that she called for in “The
Absence of Writing.”
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Part 2:
Ghosts of Slavery:
The Haunting Sounds and Silences of M. NourbeSe Philip’s Zong!
In Zong!, Philip tells the story of the eponymous slave ship through what she terms
“untelling.” Before analyzing Philip’s approach to untelling, it is necessary to understand what
happened aboard Zong. In his book, The Zong: A Massacre, the Law and the End of Slavery,
James Walvin uses archival records to explore the events that transpired during the Zong’s
voyage to Jamaica and to explain how the subsequent trial influenced the British abolitionist
movement. Walvin explains that the Zong was overcrowded, carrying more than double the
amount of people a ship of its size could safely transport. In addition, because of a navigational
error, the crew did not have enough water to ensure everyone’s survival. For this reason, over the
course of several days, the ship’s crew threw one hundred and fifty captives overboard, a loss for
which the shipping company could be compensated under British law.2 The archival record of
this tragedy comes from the disputed insurance claim, Gregson v. Gilbert (15). Upon arriving to
Jamaica, the owners (Gregson) made a claim to their insurers (Gilbert) for the loss of “cargo,”
citing a lack of water to sustain the slaves. The question before the court was not who committed
this atrocity, but rather, whether the insurance company was liable for the lost “cargo.” In other
words, the murder of one hundred and fifty people is recorded by a document that uses legal
discourse to classify enslaved people as goods instead of human beings. The court held that in
some circumstances, the murder of enslaved people was legal and that insurers could be required
to pay for those who had died. In fact, after hearing the arguments in the case of Zong!, Chief
Justice Mansfield stated that a massacre of enslaved Africans “was the same as if horses had

2

It was later revealed that there was also an epidemic on board the ship. The shipping company could
not collect insurance on enslaved people who died of illnesses, so they threw them overboard, instead.
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been thrown overboard” (30). As details of the trial were revealed, the British abolitionist
movement experienced a new revival, and many activists used the Zong massacre to denounce
slavery. This method proved successful, because the public was outraged to learn of the
conditions aboard slave ships and rallied for the end of the slave trade. Walvin contends that
without the events of Zong, the process of ending the slave trade would have taken an entirely
different and perhaps longer trajectory.
At first, this appears like the headline of a success story: violence on a slave ship results
in societal change. This narrative, however, does not address the one hundred and fifty people
who suffered a violent death. In this narrative, the people aboard this slave ship are no longer
people but symbols for change, and their untimely deaths a necessary evil that transformed the
British abolitionist movement. This narrative, then, is not about the people or about uncovering
their voices but about strategically using displays of violence for political change. This is
especially evident by the lack of names in archival records. When researching Zong, Philip called
Walvin, the author of The Zong: A Massacre, the Law and the End of Slavery, to ask if he knew
where she could locate the names of the people who had been murdered. He responded with, “Oh
no, they didn’t keep the names” (Notanda 193). In “Venus in Two Acts,” Hartman addresses
this and argues that archives are often a death sentence and a tomb:
[T]he stories that exist are not about them, but rather about the violence, excess,
mendacity, and reason that seized hold of their lives, transformed them into
commodities and corpses, and identified them with names tossed-off as insults
and crass jokes. The archive is, in this case, a death sentence, a tomb, a display of
the violated body, an inventory of property, a medical treatise on gonorrhea, a few
lines about a whore’s life, an asterisk in the grand narrative of history. (2)
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“They” didn’t keep the names, because as Hartman says, the stories that exist are not about
people. The archives are inherently violent, because they are curated in such a way that they
contain a collection of documents that treat enslaved people as either spectacles or commodities.
In a case as infamous as Zong, where the story and the documents that accompany it have been
reproduced countless times, each retelling commits further violence and imposes further silence.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the story of Zong is a defining moment in British history,
the turning point of the slave trade. For this reason, the memory of this slave ship has moved
beyond archival records to a common memory.
To intervene in how we remember this event, which has been reproduced countless times,
it is insufficient to retell the story using a structure of beginning, middle, and end. If these are the
tools that first oppressed and silenced the people of Zong, then using the same tools will not
suddenly yield different results. For this reason, in Zong!, Philip does not directly include the
insurance claim Gregson v. Gilbert. Rather, she borrows the language from this one-page court
document, fractures and fragments it, breaks it down to create other words, and manipulates each
sound to create different kinds of meaning. In an interview with Patricia Saunders, titled
“Defending the Dead, Confronting the Archive: A Conversation with M. NourbeSe Philip,”
Philip calls this method of storytelling “untelling.” Philip explains how her training as a lawyer
has affected her poetic retelling of the events that occurred on this slave ship. Law demands
facts, precision, and the removal of emotion, and she explains that she borrowed the language of
the Gregson v. Gilbert trial and dismantled it to excavate the suppressed emotion. Philip and
Saunders discuss the distant, objective tone of this trial and juxtapose that with the multitude of
voices in the poem and with its expressive silence. The result of this juxtaposition, Philip says, is
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the “untelling” of the story. Furthermore, in “Notanda,” her afterword to Zong!, Philip explains
some of the techniques she used to untell the tale that must be told:
— I mutilate the text as the fabric of African life and the lives of these men,
women and children were mutilated.
—I murder the text, literally cut it into pieces, castrating verbs, suffocating
adjectives, murdering nouns, throwing articles, prepositions, conjunctions
overboard, jettisoning adverbs: I separate subject from verb, verb from object —
create semantic mayhem, until my hands bloodied, from so much killing and
cutting, reach into the stinking, eviscerated innards, and like some seer or prophet
who, having sacrificed an animal for signs and portents of a new life, or simply
life, reads the untold story that tells itself by not telling. (193-4)
In other words, Philip does to the English language and to the language of the law what the crew
members did to the people aboard the Zong. Rather than describe the violence occurred to the
people, as archival records do, she maps that violence on to language. For example, she uses
words like “murder,” “castrate,” “suffocate,” “throw overboard,” and “jettison” to describe her
interactions with language. Her diction mirrors the events on the Zong, only the victim appears to
be the English language. From this mutilation of the text and from the blood that flows from it,
Philip says that you can read the untold story that tells itself by not telling. Although in
“Discourse on the Logic of Language,” Philip breaks down some of the language, as in “lan/
lan/language,” here, there is an attempt to construct poetry from the murder of another text.
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Zong! is structured through a sequence of poems in which form is constantly morphing.
Within each poem, Philip creates chaos in the language of Gregson v. Gilbert, and yet there is a
method to this chaos. In destroying the language of the event, Philip subverts the existing
narrative while demanding readers’ participation in her (re)telling of it. In Zong! # 1, the poem
that the book opens with, Philip takes the word “water” and mutilates it beyond recognition.
Water is significant to the people murdered aboard Zong: they were kidnapped and transported
across water, the crew used a lack of water to justify murder, they were drowned in water, and,
even into the present, the water conceals their bodies and their lives. An overdetermined word,
water remains a primary concern throughout Zong!

Figure 2. Philip, Zong!, p. 3.
From the opening line, this is a disorienting and confusing reading experience. Words are torn
apart – mutilated, to borrow a word from Philip – and white space seems to rise off the page. For
readers of English, the first impulse is to read from left to right while respecting breaks, pauses,
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and silences, but this reading strategy soon becomes impossible. The first instance of the word
“water” is stretched through the first three lines as “ w w w
a

w

a

w

a wa / w

t / er” (1-3). With every line, the utterance “water” slowly becomes

perceivable and understandable, but its emergence is slow and laborious. And as readers
pronounce each sound, they grow breathless and begin to sound ragged, as though they are
thirsty and calling out for water; such an effect suggests to the reader a more knowing sense of
the experience of the people on the slave ship. In addition, this ragged and breathless reading can
be connected to the sensation of drowning. Furthermore, when you look at the poem as a whole,
it appears as if the letters are torn apart by the current of white space and struggling to stay
together. In this way, it is as if the white background is water, and the letters resemble bodies
drowning, floating apart but fighting to stay together. In the Gregson v. Gilbert trial, the word
“water” is associated with facts of a case: is the insurance company liable for the people who
died of thirst or the people who were thrown overboard to conserve water? The language of this
trial is judicial, curt, and devoid of any emotion. Here, however, language is removed from that
context and meaning is reconstructed at the level of sound and sight. In other words, Philip’s text
deconstructs the official language of court documents to untell the story that those documents
attempted and failed to tell. Readers are not afforded the luxury of distance or the protection of
objective language, because the experiences of the one hundred and fifty people are inscribed in
linguistic violence. Through the act of reading the deconstructed text, we confront the reality of
the Zong.
In Zong! # 1, the emphasis on the text as a body and white space as water serves as a
reminder that the people who died in Zong remain unburied, unmarked, and unnamed. Philip
attempts to address this by staging the poems as a resting place and as a marked spot that
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acknowledges their lives and their deaths. At the bottom of the page, marked by a line, are these
names: “Masuz Zuwen Ogunsheye Ziyad Ogwambi Keturah.” In “Notanda,” Philip explains that
she was never able to discover the names of the people aboard Zong!: “They did not keep names”
(emphasis mine).To acknowledge the people that were murdered, she researched names in
Kiswahili, Arabic, Akan, Shona, Yoruba, Tiv, Ngoni and Lugandaand, among other languages in
the African continent, and included them in the poems. In total, there are two hundred and fifty
names that travel across the bottom of the poems, much like a running footnote. Although these
are not their real names, they are still names that travel across pages and insist on the presence
and on the existence of individuals. By including these names at the bottom of each poem,
clearly marked by a line, it is as if the text serves as a burial ground for them and the names as an
inscription: “Here lies Masuz, Zuwen, Ogunsheye, Ziyad, Ogwambi, and Keturah.” Yet, the
question that necessarily arises is why these names? If these are not their real names, if Philip
was never able to trace them, then why these names? Some of the names appear to have been
chosen because of their meaning. Ogwambi, for example, means always the unfortunate one, but
this is not true of all of them. They are all African names, but other than that, there appears to be
no organizing principle. However, after writing down each one, all two hundred and fifty names
have one feature in common: none of them include the English letters “v” and “q.” Many of the
most important words from the Gregson v. Gilbert transcript are composed of the letters “v” and
“q.” For example, “question,” “lives,” “survive,” “evidence,” “voyage,” “save,” and
“overboard.” I have used these same words in this thesis to describe the Zong case as in, “The
question and evidence before the court…,” “to survive the voyage…,” and “to save other lives,
they threw people overboard.” Although Philip uses Gregson v. Gilbert as a word store, when it
comes to the imagined names, she does not use letters that compose violent words. Elsewhere,
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she has broken down the words of this trial beyond recognition, and here, in one of the rare
instances of words that are complete, she has excluded the most significant letters. Finally, the
letters “vq,” together, stand for “very quick” in nautical navigation, a meaning that has a clear
relevance to the actions of the crew in throwing people overboard, as well as to the deaths
themselves; authorial intention aside, the nautical definition of “vq” can be connected to the
meta-poetics of Zong! and certainly contributes to a close reading of the text.
In the court transcript of Gregson v. Gilbert which Philip uses in Zong!, the one hundred
and fifty people who were murdered are erased through passive voices and through language that
creates the illusion of distance and objectivity. Their claim to existence is hidden in clauses and
in verbs and in complex sentences. For example, the transcript reads,
a sufficient quantity of water did not remain on board the said ship for preserving
the lives of master and mariners belonging to said ship…sixty negros died for
want of water for sustenance; and forty others, for want of water sustenance, and
through thirst and frenzy thereby occasioned, threw themselves into the sea and
were drowned; and the master and mariners, for the preservation of their own
lives, and the lives of the rest of the negros, which for want of water they could
not otherwise preserve, were obliged to throw overboard 150 other negroes. (210)
Legal language uses the passive voice to a degree that distorts reality. The crew did not drink the
water; rather, “water did not remain,” as if the water decided to remove itself from the ship. The
“negroes” did not drown; rather, they “threw themselves into the sea and were drowned”
(emphasis mine). The sentence structure avoids placing blame and suggests that they were
drowned by the sea. In fact, the only active verb here is “threw,” which is assigned to the forty
people who had to choose between drowning and dying of thirst. The crew did not throw people
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overboard; rather, they “were obliged” to throw people overboard, as if the decision was not their
own but controlled by some external force. In addition, the court transcript explains the events of
the Zong using convoluted, complex sentences. Instead of explaining that the crew members
threw people overboard because they did not have enough water, the lawyers use clauses like
“for the preservation of their own lives, and the lives of the rest of the negros, which for want of
water they could not otherwise preserve.” These sentences are unnecessarily complex, so much
so that they conceal the true meaning and the true severity of these actions. The actions of the
mariners and the crew— they threw people into the sea to drown— are lost in multiple clauses.
I want to end by briefly touching on the last book of poems, Ferrum, Latin for “sword,”
because it is the section which Philip claims is the most challenging to read. I argue that the
difficulty of Ferrum lies not only in the disintegration of English and various languages, but in
the way Philip uses that disintegration to create white space. By disintegrating and intersecting
various languages, Philip creates white space that functions as material representation of voices
that are silenced in the legalities of Gregson v. Gilbert. Throughout Zong!, the significance of
white space shifts and absorbs new meanings. For example, in the first few poems, the white
background seems to function as water and as drowning. As the poems progress, white space
retains this meaning and takes on another one: expressive silence. In her article, “The Archive
and Affective Memory in M. NourbeSe Philip’s Zong!,” Jenny Sharpe argues that these extralinguistic spaces function as affective memory, as memory composed of emotion rather than the
materiality of archival memory (5). This argument certainly applies to “Ferrum,” one of the later
sections. By this section, Philip fractures and rearranges the words from the court transcript that
obscure people, intertwines them with languages that might have been heard aboard the Zong,
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and then uses white space between letters and words to give weight and emotion to the multiple,
innumerable silences. For example, Philip writes,
moi help
me help i
late too late

can t it is
the oba sobs

his loss omi so
O ore omi so o ore

water did a good
job me ode me

(128)

For readers of English, there is an impulse to read each line from left to right and to try to create
meaning from the arrangement of sentences and phrases. However, when we attempt to apply
traditional reading practices here, we are met with resistance, because the words on the page are
of different languages, broken apart, and they seem to be floating in the white space. Much like
the science passage in “Discourse on the Logic of Language,” the languages attempt to occupy
the white page, but they cannot, because they are torn apart, and space has infiltrated the cracks.
When this section is put all together, across space and languages, it seems that there is someone
asking for help and the other person responds that it is too late to help and that the water did a
favor by drowning them. To excavate this meaning, the reader must pause at each space, and
there are many, and each pause seems filled with silent emotion. Unlike the words, which are
broken apart, the space is constant and seems to almost lift up from the page, with a distinct
weight and feeling. In addition, because some of the words are in languages spoken in Africa,
such as French (moi/me), Yoruban (omi/water), and Arabic (omi/mom), we are keenly aware of
the existence of real people, with their own language, customs, and beliefs, which the trial of
Gregson v. Gilbert prevents us from imagining. In this way, the white space signifies silence that
speaks and carries emotion. In the court transcript, the people who were murdered aboard Zong
are erased and silenced by passive voices and by complex sentences. In other words, their
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perspective is not heard throughout the trial, because they are erased by legal language. Here,
Philip responds to the glaring absence of people and voices in the court transcript through white
space that seems to bring their absences, their silence, and their emotions to the surface.
The story of Zong has become just tragic story. This story has been told innumerable
times in every kind of media, with the trial of Gregson v. Gilbert as the source and basis. This
means that the events of Zong have been understood and fashioned from a document that
categorizes people as goods and determines that they can be murdered for financial reasons. To
intervene in this overdetermined historical moment, Philip moves beyond the typical narrative
structure to a form that is characterized not by chronology but by the mutilation of language. By
“mutilating” languages and creating space filled with expressive silence, Philip intervenes in
how we interpret Zong and asks readers to imagine the real people that have been buried in years
of legal language. Philip is successful in her intervention, but in doing so, she creates an opaque,
disorienting reading experience. This, of course, is by design, as the form creates a necessarily
uncomfortable and disorienting experience for the reader as they attempt to absorb the full
meaning and importance of the event; however, as a historical account, the full meaning remains
inaccessible to non-academic audiences. While it is true that artists and poets do not owe readers
accessibility, this thesis is concerned with how experimental texts can be used to challenge
archival authority and to intervene in how we collectively remember history. Because cultural
memory and the historical imagination are formed much earlier in a person’s life than college
and adulthood, the ideal form to do this work, while disruptive and unconventional, will be
accessible and appeal to a younger audience. Such a form would call into question or disrupt
established narratives of history in a way that is inviting to young people, such as elementary,
middle school, and high school students.
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CHAPTER THREE
Text vs. Image/History vs. Counter-History:
The Silent Fight in Kyle Baker’s Nat Turner
According to a study conducted by Michael Firsch, a professor of American history at
SUNY-Buffalo, college students seem to collectively remember the same group of heroic and
mythical historical figures from American history. Firsch came to this conclusion after he
administered a series of surveys to students enrolled in his introductory American history course.
In his article, “American History and the Structures of Collective Memory: A Modest Exercise in
Empirical Iconography,” Firsch explains that from 1975 to 1988, he began the first day of class
with an anonymous quiz. He asked students to take out a blank paper and to write down the first
ten names that they thought of in response to this prompt: “American history from its beginning
to the end of the Civil War.” Because he expected students to mostly recall names like George
Washington or Abraham Lincoln, when students were done, he asked them to make another list
of names, only this time to exclude presidents, generals, statesmen, or other figures of public life.
In asking these questions, Frisch hoped to acquire a collective portrait of his students’
understanding of American history, but instead, he discovered that across years both lists,
especially the second one, remained almost identical in rank and order. To account for this
uniformity, Frisch hypothesizes that there is something at work beyond education and
curriculum. He argues that this lack of variation is evidence that his students share a collective
American memory formed by cultural mechanisms and structures.
Frisch derived this idea by compiling the data from all eight years. For the first question,
for all eight years, the first four names were consistently George Washington, Abraham Lincoln,
Thomas Jefferson, and Benjamin Franklin. This is striking not just because students were able to
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recall the same names, but because they independently wrote them down in the same rank and
following a clear theme. For the first question, the theme appears to be almost exclusively
political leaders. Frisch points out that this reveals America’s preoccupation with politics, as it
would be difficult to imagine that a similar poll in other countries would be “so relentlessly
political, public, and heroic” (1138). While writing down the same names may be a product of
similar education, as Firsch says high school curricula tends to focus on a few key figures, the
same rank and theme is an indication that there is something larger at work, a kind of collective
memory. This idea is further supported by the data from the second question:

Figure 3. Frisch, “American History and the Structures of Collective Memory: A Modest
Exercise in Empirical Iconography,” p. 1144.
Because he asked students to exclude commonly known political figures, Frisch expected to
receive more diverse responses. However, just as with the first question, the answers were almost
unanimously identical over the course of eight years.3 For example, for seven out of eight years,

3

Although it is difficult to know just how much of this thought experiment depends upon the
location, it is worth noting that none of the students mentioned more local historical figures like
Millard Filmore, a U.S President from Buffalo who is commemorated throughout the city.
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Betsy Ross, the woman who designed the American flag, was consistently included and ranked
first place. In addition, there are other people consistently included, which Frisch points out that
students most likely encountered in elementary school or earlier, such as John Smith and
Pocahontas. Furthermore, students also appear to make the same mistakes, like referring to the
explorers Meriwether Lewis and William Clark as Lewis & Clark or elsewhere as Lewis N.
Clark. Students always refer to Lewis and Clark as a cohesive unit, because these two people
have been fused together as one individual in their memories. Although Betsy Ross, John Smith,
Pocahontas, and Lewis & Clark may at first appear random, they are all interwoven into the
mythology of the United States and belong to a greater collective memory that students accessed
to create this list. The story of John Smith and Pocahontas, for example, blurs the line between
fact and fiction. While J. Smith and Pocahontas were real, the famous story of how her love
saved him from death is not as rooted in reality. Overall, the specificity of some of these figures
and the mythology that surrounds them implies that groups of people remember history through
shared cultural mechanisms.
Although Frisch used this experiment to focus on who students remember and why, it is
equally striking to consider who people do not remember, why, and what we can do to address
this. Frisch uses the mythical historical figures that are continuously invoked as evidence of a
collective memory, but this also means that the people and events who are consistently excluded,
despite being mentioned in high school curricula, are evidence of how we forget history and
experience a kind of collective historical amnesia when it is convenient. Despite his historical
significance, Nat Turner, the enslaved preacher who led a four-day slave insurrection in Virginia,
is frequently forgotten. In 1831, Turner inspired and led the only large-scale slave rebellion ever
to occur in the United States. The rebels killed between 55 and 65 people, at least 51 of whom
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were white Southerners. The rebellion was suppressed after a few days, however, Turner escaped
and managed to stay in hiding for two months. In the aftermath of the rebellion, there were a few
people who sympathized with the rebels, but overall, there was widespread fear and indignation
from people in the North and South alike. The events that Turner orchestrated shocked the
United States, and he was within the time frame of Frisch’s prompt, but students never wrote his
name down. To respond to the prompts, students were accessing cultural memories and cultural
imagery about the mythological heroes of the United States. In her book, Characters of Blood:
Black Heroism in the Transatlantic Imagination, Celeste-Marie Bernier explains that American
historical imagination permits black people to be heroes only if their heroism is within the
confines of civil disobedience or peaceful resistance. Although someone like Harriet Tubman,
who helped enslaved people escape, may fit into that collective cultural memory, someone like
Turner, who led a violent slave rebellion that threatened racial hierarchies, cannot be processed
by the same cultural mechanism, which means that he is collectively forgotten, instead.
Whether historical imagination or historical amnesia, the question that remains is this:
how can we intervene in this process? In his article, Frisch contends that teachers of history must
recognize that before students reach their classroom, much of their cultural imagination has been
formed, but he does not specify how we can interrupt or intervene in this process. Speaking to
teachers of history, he says,
We must understand the depth of cultural symbolism our students and fellow
citizens carry inside them long before entering our classrooms, if ever they do.
Appreciating the powerful grip of collective cultural memory becomes a
necessary first step if we are to help our students to understand the processes of
history, to locate its reality in their lives, and to discover the power and uses of
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historical imagination in the present. (1155)
Here, Frisch claims that before teachers can help students understand the processes of history,
they must first become aware of the workings of collective cultural memory. In other words,
before we can begin any kind of intervention in this historical imagination, we must first accept
and understand the invisible structures of memory. Although this is an important first step, it
places the burden of history exclusively on history teachers. This is method cannot be successful,
because cultural imagination is constructed through multiple structures that cooperate and uphold
each other. As Firsch says, groups of people form collective memory (or collective amnesia)
through social interactions and social artifacts, such as documents, pictures, speeches, and other
kinds of artifacts recorded in archives. Especially as it relates to slavery, the documents
contained in the archive are overwhelmingly incomplete and contain silences. This silence is
then magnified to historical amnesia as people selectively forget historical events and people that
do not align with the United States of their cultural imagination. If multiple structures and
elements, including archives, are responsible for cultural memories, then it is insufficient to rely
solely on pedagogy and history curricula to disrupt the way individuals in a nation collectively
remember.
To intervene in the way that we remember, forget, and interact with archives of slavery, I
propose that we use the graphic novel form. Before we can discuss why the graphic novel is a
good form for this task, it is important to first define the graphic novel, as it is a form that is
frequently misunderstood and dismissed in literary studies. Stephen Weiner, author of The 101
Best Graphic Novels, defines the graphic novel as “A cousin of comic strips, a graphic novel is a
story told in comic book format with a beginning, middle, and end. Graphic novels also include
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bound books conveying information in comic book form” (10). In his introduction to Teaching
the Graphic Novel, Stephen Tabachnick offers a similar definition of the genre:
The graphic novel is an extended comic book that treats nonfictional as well as
fictional plots and themes with the depth and subtlety that we have come to expect
of traditional novels and extended nonfictional works. The term graphic novel
seems to have stuck despite the fact that graphic novels are often compelling
nonfictional works, such as biographies, autobiographies, histories, reportage, and
travelogs. (15)
Tabachnick clarifies some of the confusion that comes from the term “graphic novel.” Despite
this term, the subject matter of graphic novels are not just novels in comic book form, but often
compelling works of non-fiction. In fact, this is a trend in the graphic novel genre: more than
ever, writers are using the graphic novel form to investigate historical individuals, events,
documents, and places. In the United States, this trend began with Art Spiegelman’s Maus: A
Survivor’s Tale: My Father Bleeds History, where he uses the graphic novel to depict his father’s
experiences during the Holocaust. Spiegelman's work eventually earned him the Pulitzer Prize,
and his success demonstrated that graphic novels could meaningfully depict the ways structural
forces and individuals have collided in history (Decker 2). Since then, there have been countless
graphic novels that depict historical topics and individuals, such as John Lewis’ March, Rebecca
Hall’s Wake: The Hidden History of Women-Led Slave Revolts, and the graphic novel that I am
concerned with, Kyle Baker’s Nat Turner. These are only a few examples (you can find a longer
list in the appendix), but they have something in common: each of these graphic novels retells
the histories of African American people in this nation. March is about the Civil Rights
movements, Wake is about women-led slave revolts, and Nat Turner is about the largest-scale
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slave rebellion in the United States. This rise in the historical graphic novel suggests that this
literary form must have some features that lend itself to retelling history, particularly to retelling
black stories. In All of the Marvels: A Journey to the Ends of the Biggest Story Ever Told,
Douglass Wolk explains the relationship between comic books and American culture across
years, and in doing so, allows us to better understand the current trend of writers using the
graphic novel form to unearth voices silenced by the archives of slavery. Wolk explains that
during the 60s and 70s, a period of transition in American history, comic books were one of the
few places where black teenagers could find characters that resembled and represented them. In
1966, for example, Stan Lee created Black Panther, a comic book that features black superheroes
and a complex black community. Although comic books and graphic novels are not the same
form, they are “cousins,” to borrow a word from Weiner. If comic books have this cultural
connection to black Americans, then it follows that graphic novels, which bear many
resemblances to comics, might have a similar link. This may explain the current trend of writers
using the graphic novel to retell black stories; they are joining what is a long tradition and
relationship between this form and African American cultural identity.
The historical graphic novel is especially qualified to disrupt cultural imagination,
particularly for the story of Nat Turner. In addition to a connection to comic books, the historical
graphic novel is suited for this task, because it is accessible to young people, and because, by
virtue of the form, any subject of a graphic novel becomes hero-like, which is what Turner’s
legacy requires. As I have already mentioned in the introduction, part of the accessibility of
graphic novels comes from the use of visuals. Readers can create meaning by looking at color,
spatial arrangement, and the visual representation of people, places, and events. The process of
reading graphic novels and comic books requires readers to pay attention to these features and to
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cultivate a different set of decoding abilities. I want to emphasize that I do not mean that this
process is easy; in fact, for readers accustomed to more traditional narratives, the graphic novel
can be a different and difficult experience. Although this form is highly discursive, it still retains
accessibility, because while not everyone may be able to decode the more complex aspects, most
readers have a base understanding of visuals and can understand the actions occurring in a panel.
Finally, the historical graphic novel is accessible to young people, because it is often meant for
them and constructed keeping them in mind. For example, in Baker’s Nat Turner, it is evident
from the preface that the intended audience of his graphic novel are younger than that of Philip’s
“Discourse on the Logic of Language” and Zong!. In his preface, Baker addresses his readers and
explains why he chose to write about Nat Turner. His explanation is significant and alludes to the
silences in archives, but it is written in a way that speaks to a younger audience. Baker explains
that he first encountered the story of Nat Turner in a history textbook that devoted a single
paragraph to him. As he continued to take history courses, he noticed a pattern: Turner is always
mentioned but never elaborated upon (6). Here, Baker is describing the process by which silence
in the archives creates cultural amnesia. Because Turner is never elaborated upon, our
understanding of his story remains surface level. Baker forms this idea by referring to an
experience students can relate to, reading from a history textbook. In addition, in the preface, he
writes about Nat Turner as the superhero of the graphic novel, which, in turn, appeals to younger
people while intervening in Turner’s representation in historical imagination:
Comic books/graphic novels are a visual medium, so it’s most important for an
artist to choose a subject with opportunities for compelling graphics. The Nat
Turner story has lots of action and suspense, also a hero with superhuman
abilities. (6)
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From the preface, Baker deviates from how Turner is typically portrayed and casts him as a hero
with superhuman abilities. Turner is often depicted as dangerous and violent, almost needlessly
so, whereas Baker frames his story with him as the hero. As Bernier comments in her book,
Characters of Blood, this is a disruptive act, because heroism that goes beyond peaceful
resistance is reserved for white historical figures.
This image of Nat Turner as a hero is reinforced by the cover of the graphic novel, as
well. Before readers open the book, they are given the impression that the titular character, Nat
Turner, must be the hero of this narrative. The cover pictures a blue background, a full, white
moon, and in the center, a black fist holding a sword. From the sword, there are splatters of red
that resemble blood, and this blood moves upward and concentrates at the top of the page.
Although this imagery alludes to blood and violence, the colors—red, white, and blue—create a
distinctly American sentiment. The allusions to violence, then, are overshadowed by the sense of
strength, determination, and honor. Similarly, a full moon can have several contradictory
meanings. For example, a full moon has often been thought to induce madness in people, which
is why the term “lunatic” derives from the Latin word “luna,” meaning moon. However, a full
moon can also symbolize resolution and new beginnings. Through the cover, Baker references
these contradictory versions of Nat Turner’s story, and ultimately seems to suggest that Turner,
whether fanatical or honorable or both, is the hero of this graphic novel. In this way, Baker
creates a social artifact that appeals to a younger audience and mediates the story of Nat Turner
recorded in archives and in textbooks. Earlier, Frisch claimed that by the time students enter high
school or college classes, their historical imagination (or amnesia) has already been developed
and cemented. By creating a graphic novel that attracts younger readers and imbues Turner with
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multiple, contradictory historical interpretations, Baker interrupts the formation of cultural
memory.
Much like Philip in “Discourse on the Logic of Language” and Zong!, Baker experiments
with the graphic novel form to intervene in history. Most graphic novels contain dialogue, but in
Nat Turner, none of the characters speak. Instead, to narrate the silent, wordless story, Baker
predominantly uses excerpts from Thomas B. Gray’s The Confessions of Nat Turner alongside
comic panels. When Nat Turner was arrested and imprisoned, he dictated his confession to Gray,
a white Southampton lawyer. In his preface to the confessions, titled “To the Public,” Gray
assures his audience, presumably white people, that he has faithfully recorded Turner’s words:
I have had ready access to him, and finding that he was willing to make a full and
free confession of the origin, progress and consummation of the insurrectory
movements of the slaves of which he was the contriver and head; I determined for
the gratification of public curiosity to commit his statements to writing, and
publish them, with little or no variation, from his own words. (4)
Although Gray claims that he has written down Turner’s statements, with little to no variation,
the language of his note to the public suggests otherwise. For example, he explains that he
committed Turner’s statements to writing for the “gratification of public curiosity.” Even as he
claims to be impartial in his recording, Gray presents Turner as a spectacle to satiate public
desire. Gray writes The Confessions of Nat Turner, not as an impassionate scribe, as he would
have us believe, but from the perspective of a slaveholder:
It will thus appear, that whilst every thing upon the surface of society wore a calm
and peaceful aspect; whilst not one note of preparation was heard to warn the
devoted inhabitants of woe and death, a gloomy fanatic was revolving in the
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recesses of his own dark, bewildered, and overwrought mind, schemes of
indiscriminate massacre to the whites. Schemes too fearfully executed as far as
his fiendish band proceeded in their desolating march. No cry for mercy
penetrated their flinty bosoms. No acts of remembered kindness made the least
impression upon these remorseless murderers. (5)
The language that Gray uses suggests that he views slavery in a favorable way and that he views
Turner as deplorable and less-than human. To describe society before Turner’s insurrection, that
is society with “happy” enslaved people, he says that everything appeared calm and peaceful. He
does not acknowledge slavery as dark or as monstrous, only Turner and his “fiendish band.”
Gray describes him using words like “gloomy fanatic” and “remorseless murderer.” In short, he
condemns Turner and speaks of the insurrection as unjust and without cause, as an
“indiscriminate massacre.” Gray does not acknowledge the conditions of slavery that led to the
rebellion or the “desolating march” orchestrated by slave owners every day. Through his note to
the public, Gray frames the reading experience of his white audience and encourages them to
view Turner as a villain not a hero. Although he claims to have recorded Turner’s confessions
without interference, his feelings are evident in this introduction, and all writing, even scribing,
contains some essence of the author. Despite Gray’s guarantees, then, it is unclear the extent to
which this record of Turner’s confessions is his alone.
In the first section of the graphic novel, titled “Home,” Baker uses graphics to undermine
the validity of historical documents and of The Confessions of Nat Turner. In fact, for the first
forty-five pages of this novel, graphics dominate the story, and they depict information that The
Confessions of Nat Turner alludes to but does not explicitly mention. In this way, Baker
undermines the supremacy of text and uses the interaction between the textual and the visual to
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highlight the limitations of archives. Instead of documents, he mostly relies on comic strips to
tell a story of native Africans captured as slaves, their journey on the Middle Passage, and one
father’s attempt to save his baby from a life of slavery. There is no precedent for this chapter in
Turner’s confessions, but its presence shapes how readers approach the story. The opening
disrupts the way the slave trade has been mystified and clouded in the historical imagination and
challenges the one-dimensional perception of Turner as the villain. The novel opens with a
picture of bustling, communal life. Men and women are walking, talking, and buying food.
Children are joyfully playing and eating. Among the humdrum of busy life, Baker depicts a slow
moment between a man and a woman: they lock eyes, she haughtily looks away, and then his
friends laugh at the exchange. As she walks away, they both look secretly pleased. Baker does
not use words, because he does not need them. This is a moment of human interaction that is
universally understood and that is untainted by European efforts to deny the humanity of black
people. Through this brief scene, Baker compels the reader to share in a moment of intimacy
with the characters and to view them without questioning their humanity. This shared moment is
interrupted when someone screams in horror and points to strangers approaching on horses.
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Figures 4-6. Nat Turner, written and illustrated by Kyle Baker, 11-13. Copyright 2008, used by
permission of Abrams Books, an imprint of Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York. All rights
reserved.

Figures 6-8. Nat Turner, written and illustrated by Kyle Baker, 13-15. Copyright 2008, used by
permission of Abrams Books, an imprint of Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York. All rights
reserved.
On page fourteen, people are huddled together, pointing at the scene of terror in front of them.
Then, on page fifteen, there is a sudden surge of horses and guns that give the appearance of
movement. The faces and bodies of the horsemen are not visible, and they appear like a detached
blur of horses and weapons. Although we cannot see the horsemen, we closely see the carnage
and death that they leave behind. In this way, from the opening of the book, readers identify
with the people in Africa, the people stolen from their homes, and the invaders remain faceless,
nameless, and out of place. In his preface, Gray uses his note to the public to frame Turner as
the villain and to admonish him; however, here, Baker begins his graphic novel with a history of
the white man’s violence and by questioning the integrity of Gray’s text. This chapter frames the
remainder of the story, and readers interpret Turner’s actions predominantly through these
graphics and through the trauma of his ancestors.
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In his graphic novel, Baker stages this disputed text, The Confessions of Nat Turner,
alongside his black and white visual representation, which Bernier argues functions as “literal
graffiti over historical documents [that] counter their status as standard representational fare”
(140). In other words, rather than experiment within the language of a historical document, as
Philip does in Zong!, Baker uses The Confessions of Nat Turner and other archival documents to
juxtapose images with the words that were left unsaid and the words that were written down.
Baker uses the product of this juxtaposition—the “graffiti over historical documents”—to
intercede in and rewrite Turner’s cultural legacy.
This tension between the images and the text is exemplified by the first section, “Home,”
where Baker depicts the struggles of the Middle Passage. Much like Philip in Zong!, in his
depiction of the Middle Passage, Baker manipulates white space and contrasts black and white to
create evocative images that suggest that slavery is a fate worse than death(fig.9 -14). When the
slave traders round up the people that they kidnapped on the deck of the ship, two parents look to
the distance and then at their baby. In the next strip, it is revealed that they are looking at the
ocean. Baker uses the space between these comic strips to imply that they are considering
throwing their child overboard. This is confirmed when the father leaps forward and rushes to
throw the infant into the ocean. In the water, a white shark waits with its mouth wide open, while
the slave traders reach to “save” the child. First, a sea of white hands grasp for the child in a way
that mirrors the desperation of the shark, circling in water, waiting to feed. Baker reflects panic
visually, in their facial expressions, but also structurally by tilting one of the panels and
disturbing the structure of the comic. Then, one of the slave traders clasps his hands around the
child, like the jaws of a shark (fig.12). The corners of this comic strip are dark, but as we move
closer to the image of the man clasping the baby, there is white space. This technique centers the
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viewer’s attention on this moment, and it creates a sense of silence and stillness. While the last
few comic strips have been fast paced, here, Baker slows down time and emphasizes the gravity
of this moment. The father’s eyes, just like ours, are centered on this same scene, and he jumps
forward and bites the arm of the man grasping the infant. The man loses his grip, and the child
tumbles into the mouth of the shark. Although this is a horrifying image, this sudden movement
is a reprieve from the stillness and silence of the previous comic.

Figures 9-12. Nat Turner, written and illustrated by Kyle Baker, 48-53. Copyright 2008, used by
permission of Abrams Books, an imprint of Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York. All rights
reserved.

Figures 13-14. Nat Turner, written and illustrated by Kyle Baker, 54-55. Copyright 2008, used
by permission of Abrams Books, an imprint of Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York. All rights
reserved.
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These events are in dialogue with an earlier part of the novel, where a woman attempted
to jump off a cliff to escape capture. Just like the father of this infant, the woman stares off into
the distance and determines that death is a more desirable fate than a life of subjugation and
enslavement. As she jumps off the hill, her arms are outstretched, and she appears to be flying
rather than falling. She is free. In the next cel, just as she is escaping into the end of the page, a
noose circles her leg. She is captured. Baker positions the body of the infant, specifically the
legs, the same way as this woman, only there is no noose around his legs. By using this recursive
imagery, Baker suggests that the infant’s parents achieve what the woman could not: they give
their child freedom in death.

Figures 15-16. Nat Turner, written and illustrated by Kyle Baker, 27-28. Copyright 2008, used
by permission of Abrams Books, an imprint of Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York. All rights
reserved.
Immediately following the image of the child falling into the mouth of the shark, Baker
uses an excerpt from Gray’s Confessions to reveal that this chapter, “Home,” is being narrated by
young Nat Turner. This is the first time Baker uses an excerpt from Confessions, and its
appearance follows a powerful, tension-filled scene. Because of this, the appearance of written
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language is almost anticlimactic and even disappointing. Baker reprints Gray’s transcription of
Turner:
Being at play with other children, when three or four years old, I was telling them
something, which my mother overhearing, said it had happened before I was
born—I stuck to my story, however, and related somethings which went, in her
opinion, to confirm it—others being called on were greatly astonished, knowing
that these things had happened, and caused them to say in my hearing, I surely
would be a prophet, as the Lord had shewn me things that had happened before
my birth. (57)
In this excerpt, the language is vague and avoids any real confession. For example, Gray writes
that Turner was “telling [the boys] something,” “related somethings,” and “things” that happened
before he was born, which he could not have known about (emphasis mine). This section has
none of the specificity of Baker’s chapter. This story does not begin with a man and a woman
making eye contact before they are attacked by faceless horsemen or with a father making an
impossible choice to kill his infant. Although Turner claims that he is a prophet, this text is
vague and provides no real evidence of it. By contrast, in the graphic novel, Baker works with
and against the archives, as proposed by Hartman in “Venus in Two Acts,” to challenge the
authority of Confessions and to support the theory that Turner may have been a prophet.
Although he invents and speculates what Turner may have said, the events that he depicts, such
as how Africans were captured and the horrors of the Middle Passage, are historically accurate
and lend some credibility to Baker’s version of events.
Alongside this excerpt, Baker depicts Turner speaking to a group of boys, but the speech
bubble over Turner’s head is not filled with words. Rather, the speech bubble is filled with the
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same image of the open-mouthed shark. Even when he speaks, Turner speaks in images. Like
Philip in “Discourse on the Logic of Language,” who questions the objectivity of slavery edicts
by showing how they impacted the speaker of the lyric poem, Baker uses image placement to fill
in the aporias of the text. In other words, the visuals interact with the text and depict what the
text states at the same time as they show what it excludes and doubts, like Turner’s prophetic
abilities. By placing the text, which is intentionally indistinct, next to a comic panel that replaces
speech with vivid graphics, it is as if Baker graffities “over historical documents [to] counter
their status as standard representational fare.” In other words, he undermines the authority of
Confessions and emphasizes that images convey history more truthfully than text alone.
Furthermore, in this moment, the first section of the novel, with the origins of slavery, the
Middle Passage, and the father’s attempt to save his child, is attributed wholly to young Turner.
In the original excerpt, because of Gray’s vague language, it is difficult to embrace that Turner
might have been a prophet. However, in the graphic novel, Baker’s vivid graphics and intimate
knowledge are attributed wholly to Turner and support the belief that he divinely witnessed
events that occurred before his birth. In this way, Baker questions the legitimacy of this disputed
text and offers graphics as a way of mediating and understanding archival evidence.
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Figure 17. Nat Turner, written and illustrated by Kyle Baker, 57. Copyright 2008, used by
permission of Abrams Books, an imprint of Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York. All rights
reserved.
Finally, I want to address how Baker uses this disjunction between his source text, Gray’s
The Confessions of Nat Turner, and his graphics to create a representation of Turner that contains
multiple, contradictory historical truths. Gray’s interference in Confessions diminishes Turner’s
claim to divinity and portrays him as vengeful, bloodthirsty, and savage. In contrast, just as he
alludes to in his cover, Baker simultaneously accepts and represents Turner’s acts of violence
and his position as a Christ-like figure. These depictions do not negate each other but coexist to
create a multidimensional historical figure. First, Baker includes Gray’s one-dimensional and
reductive representation of Turner. Baker quotes Gray from his personal diary:
I shall not attempt to describe the effect of his narrative….The calm, deliberate
composure with which with which he spoke of his late deeds and intentions, the
expression of his fiend-like face when excited by enthusiasm, still bearing the
stains of the blood of helpless innocence about him; clothes with rags and covered
with chains; yet daring to raise his manacled hands to heaven, with a spirit soaring
above the attributes of man; I looked on him and my blood curdled in my veins.
(188)
Gray speaks of Turner as fiendish and refuses to address any of the wrongdoings of the slave
owners. He refers to their blood as that of “helpless innocence,” which is a gross understatement
of their participation in the slave trade. Yet, what seems to disgust Gray more is the way Turner
claims a proximity to God. He emphasizes Turner’s appearance—his clothes are ragged, and he
is covered in chains—to disqualify him as a prophet. (Ironically, later, Baker uses this same
imagery to reinforce Turner’s similarities to Christ.) Although Baker incorporates this quote and
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others like it, he uses his graphics to dispute this perspective. This can be seen in Baker’s
depiction of the insurrection. Once Turner has gathered his team of rebels, they break into the
house of one of the slave owners, Mr. Travis, to murder him and his family. They encounter the
family sleeping, and it is determined that Turner should “spill the first blood.” Baker shows him
standing over the family and swinging the ax down forcefully. In this cel, Baker uses shadows to
give the illusion of movement. As Turner leans back to swing, behind him is a dark shadow that
mimics his movement. Although the shadow also carries an ax, it is relegated to the corner of the
panel. Instead, the shadow’s hands are enjoined together, as if held by chains. Finally, he crashes
the ax with a force and speed that seems to surpass human ability (fig. 18). Through the
placement of Turner’s shadow, Baker creates the impression that it is not just Turner swinging
this ax, but the force of generations of enslaved people. In addition, despite this demonstration,
this is not a fatal blow. Turner himself does not kill this family, one of the other rebels does.
Although this does not qualify this act of violence, it does place things into perspective for the
reader and complicate the image of the senseless, cold-blooded murderer that Gray describes in
his note to the public. Baker addresses what Gray does not, how slavery is a damaging institution
that irreparably harms everyone.
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Figure 18. Nat Turner, written and illustrated by Kyle Baker, 114. Copyright 2008, used by
permission of Abrams Books, an imprint of Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York. All rights
reserved.
Baker’s influence in mediating Confessions is especially clear when Turner and the other
rebels return to kill one more person from Mr. Travis’ household: the infant, whom they forgot.
Although William Murray does not touch upon this moment of brutality in his article,
“Reimagining Terror in the Graphic Novel: Kyle Baker’s Nat Turner and the Cultural
Imagination,” he explains that in his depictions of violence, Baker makes it impossible to view
anyone as entirely heroic. In this way, he argues, Baker challenges the impulse in the cultural
imagination to view historical figures as either heroes or villains (4). In the text, which Baker
places between two comic strips, Gray records only that the rebels realized that they forgot the
child and that they returned to kill him. Here, Gray’s recording suggests that we should view
Turner as entirely villainous and morally corrupt. In the graphics, however, Baker challenges this
simplistic view by using images to show Turner’s thinking process and to allude to the earlier
scene in which a father attempted to save his child from slavery by throwing him to an openmouthed shark. As the rebels realize that they forgot the infant, Baker places the cel of the child
in his cradle on top of a zoomed in image of Turner’s eyes. This order gives the illusion that
Turner is staring at the child, in a way that recalls how the father stared into the ocean before
deciding to throw his child overboard (fig. 10). Because of the similarity, before Turner tells his
men to return to murder the infant, Baker reminds readers of the emotional scene we witnessed
earlier in the book. Then, much like earlier when Turner speaks using the image of the baby and
the shark, here, too, Turner thinks in images. He looks pensive, and in a thought bubble, he sees
African children being separated from their mothers and fathers, ripped from each other, and sold
into slavery. With that, Turner makes up his mind, and the men return to kill the infant. In
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Confessions, Gray writes as if this decision were made immediately, whereas Baker shows
Turner thinking and pondering before deciding to take this action. Ultimately, what convinces
him is ruminating on the many children that slavery has broken and killed.

Figures 19-20. Nat Turner, written and illustrated by Kyle Baker, 119-120 Copyright 2008, used
by permission of Abrams Books, an imprint of Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York. All rights
reserved.
Again, as with the murder of the slave owners, Baker does not excuse the violence. He openly
acknowledges it, but he does not reduce Turner to a “fiend,” as Gray does. Rather, he asks
readers to view him and his actions with an understanding of the effects of slavery and of the
generational violence that he has endured, beginning with the chapter “Home.”
In perhaps the most significant deviation from his source text, Baker portrays Turner as
Christ-like in his death. Gray’s resentment of Turner stems not just from the insurrection, but
from the way that Turner associates himself with God. In the earlier quote, for example, what
makes Gray’s blood curdle is that Turner “[dares] to raise his manacled hands to heaven, with a
spirit soaring above the attributes of man” (188). When Gray questions Turner whether he finds
himself mistaken, Turner responds with, “Was Christ not crucified?” (189). Turner’s biggest
offense, then, is that he claims proximity to God. On the day of Turner’s hanging, Baker opens
with a scene of merriment that mirrors the opening of this graphic novel. Children are playing
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and enjoying food with their families, just as in the African village in the opening scene (fig. 4).
Suddenly, a gleeful child points to a horse in the distance, and as the carriage moves closer, we
see that it carries Turner. In this moment, it is revealed that everyone has gathered to

Figures 21-22. Nat Turner, written and illustrated by Kyle Baker, 191-192. Copyright 2008, used
by permission of Abrams Books, an imprint of Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York. All rights
reserved.
watch and presumably be entertained by Turner’s lynching. In pigtails and missing her two front
teeth, the young girl is the picture of childhood innocence. This appearance is disturbed and
made eerie by the way she eagerly and joyfully expects the arrival of Turner and his impending
lynching. In the next panel, Baker shows Turner’s profile, with his eyes closed and his face lifted
to heaven. He uses darker colors to focus the viewer’s attention on Turner, and he uses light
colors to fade the angry audience into the background. Turner’s proud and graceful position
creates a sense of dignity, and he seems to exemplify precisely what Gray abhors about him, a
spirit that soars above the attributes of man. Then, in the panel below, the sun shines through the
clouds, and Turner’s face is lifted to the
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Figures 23-24. Nat Turner, written and illustrated by Kyle Baker, 191-192. Copyright 2008, used
by permission of Abrams Books, an imprint of Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York. All rights
reserved.
sky as the executioner ties the noose around his neck. Baker shows the executioner pulling on the
rope, and then he centers on a leaf flying from a tree. In the spaces between these panels, Baker
suggests that Turner has been killed. This graphic novel contains ample violence, but Baker does
not allow us to witness Turner’s hanging. Readers are not allowed to assume the position of the
audience that has gathered to witness a lynching. Below this panel, he frames the faces of the
previously blood-thirsty audience. Whereas earlier they appeared eager and excited, now that
they have witnessed the lynching, they look uncertain, in a way that conjures the audience of
Christ’s crucifixion. In this scene, Baker creates a visual representation of what Gray views as
improbable and contradictory—Turner as Christ. In doing so, Baker questions the monopoly that
Gray’s recordings have had in the way that we recall and remember Turner and offers a
multidimensional understanding of this historical figure.
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Figures 25-26. Nat Turner, written and illustrated by Kyle Baker, 195-196. Copyright 2008, used
by permission of Abrams Books, an imprint of Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York. All rights
reserved.
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Coda: Archives, Poetry, and the Historical Graphic Novel
I have paired M. NourbeSe Philip with Kyle Baker to show how two very different
writers’ experimental texts disrupt archival authority and rewrite collective memory and how
they share an aesthetic that they develop in their respective mediums, each with its own
audience. However, I want to emphasize that these are only two writers in a much vaster, global
movement. With his historical graphic novel, Baker joins a collective of artists that are looking
for new ways to re-engage with history and to imagine the voices that have been excluded and
silenced in archives. From the poet Claudia Rankine, who, in American Lyric, uses white space
and multiple forms to confront racial relations in the United States to the singer Childish
Gambino, who, in “This is America,” uses music to question the pervasive cultural mythology of
America, there is a wave of artists experimenting with the bounds of form to confront the
archives of slavery.
Although we have accepted and acknowledged the work of most of these artists, writing
criticism about them and including them in course syllabi, there is no wide-spread consideration
of the historical graphic novel as other forms of literature. As I have strived to demonstrate by
using Baker as a case study, the graphic novel, with its sequential art and expressive silences, is
uniquely positioned to intervene in the historical imagination. Yet, beyond Spiegelman’s Maus,
graphic novels are not often discussed in this context or given the same authority in education as
historical non-fiction like Elie Wiesel’s Night. In high school classrooms, they have been gaining
some popularity, but not because they are perceived as having the depth of non-fiction, but
because they appeal to struggling readers. Despite this dearth in scholarship and serious
consideration, the historical graphic novel continues to rise in popularity. Children and young
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adults are reading graphic novels, and it is time for scholarship and education to catch up to
them.

Figure 27-28. Nat Turner, written and illustrated by Kyle Baker, 200. Copyright 2008, used by
permission of Abrams Books, an imprint of Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York. All rights
reserved.
By way of conclusion, I include here the panel with which Kyle Baker concludes his
historical graphic novel. In it, a young, enslaved woman proposes the idea of a cotton gin to a
slave owner. He decides to steal the idea and leaves. She watches him exit, and then moves to
action. From his desk, she picks up what appears to be a copy of Thomas Gray’s The
Confessions of Nat Turner. Careful to look behind her, she retreats into the darkness to read. The
woman reads entirely in the darkness, the only source of light the book in her hands. Gray’s The
Confessions of Nat Turner is a twenty-three-page pamphlet. The book that she holds appears to
be longer than that, of a comparable length to Baker’s Nat Turner. In addition, it was illegal to
teach enslaved people to read. While it is possible that the young woman pictured learned how
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to, as many famous figures have, it is also likely that Baker is alluding to his own book.
Composed entirely of images without dialogue, Baker’s graphic novel is legible to people who
are illiterate. In this way, Baker visually represents how he has tried to intervene in the cultural
imagination. He has created a book that readers will use to re-engage with the story of Nat
Turner, which has been obscured by solitary paragraphs in textbooks and concealed in the
darkness of archives. In the final image, which comes even after the bibliography, Baker
magnifies the previous picture and sets it in the center of a black background. This time, the
cover page of the book is blank, which suggests that this book could represent the totality of
history and how we access history. With this final scene, Baker highlights the process by which
history is learned, understood, and created and shows us how we can illuminate the dark, cloudy
past: with books.
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Appendix
Table of Historical Graphic Novels
Title

Creator (s)

Year of
Publication

Suitable Audience

Wake: The Hidden History of Women-Led
Slave Revolts

Rebbeca Hall

2021

High School Students

The Black Panther Party:
A Graphic Novel History

David F. Walker &
Marcus Anderson

2021

High School Students

Becoming RBG: Ruth Bader Ginsburg's
Journey to Justice

Debby Levy &
Whitney Gardner

2019

Middle School Students

They Called Us Enemy
(Books 1, 2, & 3)

George Takei, Steven
2019
Scott, & Justin Eisinger

Middle School &
High School Students

March
(Books 1, 2, & 3)

John Lewis & Andrew
Aydin

2013, 2015,
2016

Middle School &
High School Students

The Harlem Hellfighters

Max Brooks & Canan
White

2014

Middle School &
High School Students

Boxers & Saints

Gene Luen Yang &
Lark Pie

2013

Middle School &
High School Students

King: A Comics Biography of Martin
Luther King, Jr.

Ho Che Anderson

2010

High School Students

Nat Turner

Kyle Baker

2008

High School Students

Pride of Baghdad

Brian K. Vaughan

2006

Elementary &
Middle School Students

The 9/11 Report:
A Graphic Adaptation

Sid Jacobson & Ernie
Colon

2006

Middle School Students

Persepolis

Marjane Satrapi

2000

Middle School &
High School Students
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